Abstract. In non-destructive testing, computed tomography (CT) is increasingly used for dimensional measurement tasks such as the industrial inspection of work pieces. Besides the determination of the measurement uncertainty, the improvement of the image quality is subject of current research, in order to establish CT as a measuring device.
Cone-Beam CT and Metrology
Dimensional measurement with CT has the advantage that in comparison with classical techniques measuring is not limited to the work piece's surface any more, in fact it is possible to evaluate volumetric models of the work piece with high point densities of several million points and even contain information of commonly not accessible inner parts of the measurement object. CT typically features a great variety of different work pieces, materials and shapes from small plastic connectors used in electronic industry to large and heavy metal engine blocks.
As dimensional metrology is a rather new field of application for computed tomography, many research projects are going on which are focused on establishing this technology in manufacturing metrology by determination of the task-specific measurement uncertainty and improvement of the image quality.
In cone beam computed tomography the object to be inspected is rotated in the radiation field of an X-ray source. For a large number of beam directions (typically within 360°) the intensity distribution of the radiation after passing the work piece is determined by means of a flat panel detector and digitally stored as a projection. All the data necessary for a 3d reconstruction can be gathered much faster than in fan beam CT. After recording the projection data and 3D reconstruction the volume data can be evaluated. Figure 1 shows the set-up of a cone-beam CT system and the scheme of the CT recording process respectively. Figure 2 gives an overview about the different steps to measure geometrical measurands, characteristics or complete volumes (nominal-actual value comparison). Up to now there are no guidelines in order to ensure the traceability of CT measurements respectively to be able to indicate a task-specific measurement uncertainty. In 2004 the Technical Committee VDI/VDE-GMA-FA 3.33 has started it's work on the guideline VDI/VDE 2630 "Computed Tomography in Industrial Metrology". So CT has not yet been generally recognized as a dimensional measuring device for geometry determination. Several research institutes in Germany are working in that field to establish industrial CT as a completed measuring device. 
Coordinate Measuring with CT and Reference Bodies
Industrial computed tomography has lately experienced a distinct progress development with respect to coordinate measuring technique. Numerous measuring tasks can already be solved reasonably and competitively compared with other measuring techniques. By means of special test bodies like ball calotte plates, ball calotte cubes or ball bars and selected characteristics like ball distance error, probing error size or probing error form the dimensional measuring properties of industrial CT systems can be described. The test bodies were calibrated with a tactile coordinate-measuring machine to get reference values to compare them with results received from CT data. Figure 3 shows a picture of a ball calotte plate (left) and a ball distance error diagram (right). These tests are fundamental for understanding influences of different physical effects on results of measurements and for developing methods to increase the accuracy of CT systems in general. These test bodies have also been used to compare different CT systems and system configurations [1, 2] . Ball calotte plates or cubes are not work pieces used in industrial practice. Therefore it is So it is useful to measure industrial parts, which were also calibrated with a tactile coordinate-measuring machine or another reference measuring device to get an impression of best accuracy of CT measurements of such parts. Figure 4 (left) shows a reconstructed volume of a cylinder head segment with balls and cylinders appropriated inside the work piece. A comparison between tactile data (nominal) and 3D CT data (actual) after a registration step is shown on the right side. A problem in comparisons between CAD and CT data is that it is unknown if the variance is associated with inaccuracies in the parts' manufacturing process or if it is associated with the CT data itself. So it is important to know the variance between the CT data and a reference dataset from other measurement procedures, for example optical 3D scanner or tactile CMM with a known measurement uncertainty. The diameters of the cylinder and balls for the cylinder head segment were determined tactilely, also the distances between the centers of the balls. The values were compared with values obtained from dimensional CT measurements of these characteristics as displayed in figure 5 exemplarily. 
Artifacts and Correction Methods
In cone-beam CT two physical effects, beam hardening and scattering, are the most important factors limiting image quality. The CT reconstruction process is based on the assumption that an attenuation at a certain point is independent from the path by which the X-rays have reached that point. But this is true only for a beam consisting of monoenergetic radiation. For polyenergetic-X-ray beams used in the field of non-destructive testing (NDT), the sources spectrum becomes harder, while the beam propagates through the object, because lower energy photons are attenuated more strongly. This effect is called beam hardening (BH) and if not corrected gives rise to artifacts, i.e. observable errors in the reconstructed volume. In figure 6 the effect of beam hardening is shown. Dark stripes and edge super elevations (so called cupping effects) lead to problems in determining the real work piece surface. Consequences of which are higher errors of measurement. In the energy range of NDT CT scattering is the dominant interaction for attenuation. Forwards scattered photons hit the detector, but do not contribute useful information and reduce the contrast. X-ray scatter is also energy dependent and leads to artifacts similar to beam hardening. The scattered flux could simply be estimated by build-up factors or simulated more accurately by time consuming Monte-Carlo techniques. Another approach models scattering by means of a deterministic numerical procedure [3] . Figure 6 . Beam hardening artifacts reduce the contrast in the reconstructed CT data and lead to higher errors of measurement, because it is nearly impossible to extract the correct surface of the object.
IAR Method
The Iterative Artifact Reduction (IAR) method is an iterative multistage process. Several post-processing steps are applied to the reconstructed volume in order to calculate a correction function or beam hardening correction independently of any reference object. The IAR process includes a model for estimating scattering called Length Based Scattering Approximation (LBSA). The IAR method requires the projection (raw) data and currently works only for homogenous specimens. Figure 7 displays the impact of the IAR correction on the quality of CT data. 
Multi-Material Correction Method
The IAR method is based on the assumption that the specimen consists of one specific material or material mixture. So we developed a multi-material correction method [4] . This method works without any reference measurements and uses the original projection images. Reconstructing the object reveals several artifacts. Figures 8 and 9 show that the cupping is present within the steel pins and also global within the aluminum. Beside the cupping artifacts, beam hardening artifacts in form of dark streaks are visible. These streaks are induced by the inserted pins along their connecting lines. The result of correction is shown on the right side of figure 8. The dark streaks and the cupping artifacts are removed almost completely. In the profile plot in figure 9 the artifact correction is confirmed. 
Simulation and Measurement Uncertainty
In the field of non-destructive testing (NDT) with X-rays computer simulations are very helpful for understanding physical effects in radiography and CT. In medical physics Monte Carlo simulations are popular, but for CT simulations they are too time-consuming. Therefore we developed a deterministic software tool called "Scorpius XLab" for fast simulation of the CT recording process. The modeling includes simulations of X-ray spectra, filter materials, quantum noise, object scatter radiation, internal detector characteristics (quantum efficiency, transfer behavior, scatter effects, electronic noise). Virtual test bodies and specimens can be constructed out of primitive geometrical objects (spheres, cylinders, etc.) or with the help of CAD systems. In the second case as an input format for the simulation we use the STL data format. The attenuation of X-ray photons can be calculated along the ray path length from source to the detector through the object using ray tracing methods and Beer's law (figure 10). The assumption to work with computer simulations is the comparability of real and simulated data. Therefore a lot of tests and comparisons are required. Figure 11 shows a comparison between real and simulated data. The profile plots show an excellent correlation between the projection datasets. Real CT measurements are influenced by numerous effects that can have direct implications on the result of dimensional measurements. Table 1 gives an overview of some typical influence quantities in dimensional measurement with CT. If the comparability of measurement and simulation is assured it is possible to determine measurement uncertainty with a combination of deterministic CT simulations and Monte Carlo variations of influence quantities. CT System typical influence quantities can be simulated deterministic. In figure 12 the influence of inexactness of scanning geometry was simulated. Due to the detector's misalignment the projection image is blurred. That effect leads to CT system determined errors of measurement. For the choice of a specific parameter value out of a typical distribution of influence quantities (for example: angle of tilt of the detector) a Monte Carlo method is used. After n simulation runs and after evaluating the CT datasets the measuring task-specific uncertainty of measurement U can be denoted (figure 13). U completes the result of measurement. So the complete result of measurement can then be denoted as U y Y ± = with y as expectation. 
Further Prospects
CT as dimensional measuring device for geometry determination reveals new promising application fields. However, the traceability of CT measurements respectively the indication of a task-specific measuring uncertainty are preconditions for its full acceptance as measuring machine. Several research institutes and technical committees are presently working in this field. One challenging future task is the enhancement of the cone beam CT performance by a region of interest (ROI) reconstruction: The correlation of increasing resolution and decreasing object size, due to the condition that the whole object has to be inside the cone beam, can be solved by combining the advantages of Digital Tomosynthesis (i.e. the resolution does not depend on the total object size) with the cone beam reconstruction algorithms. The development will continue towards in-line CT systems and ROI reconstruction. In this connection e.g. an automized CT measuring system with 3D image evaluation in the manufacturing process chain with integrated process control (in situ) would be imaginable. In general, besides the development of more powerful algorithms, both photon flux and focal spot size of X-ray sources and the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) as well as the spatial resolution of detectors have to be enhanced to achieve significant steps forward to establish industrial CT as a fast and accurate measuring machine.
